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Individually adjustable  
forehead stabilizer

Inner, flexible  
headgear layer

Outer, stable 
headgear layer

Individual  
height adjustment 

The new optrel IsoFit® headgear.
Just fits perfeclty.

Personalized Perfection
Wearing comfort has a positive im-
pact on health and performance of 
every single worker. That’s something 
optrel customers know for years. The 
headgear is the central connector 
between a man and his helmet. That’s 
why the headgear plays the central 
role in matters of comfort and ergo-
nomics.

Now the optrel engineers have set 
a new benchmark with the all new 
IsoFit® headgear. It’s the only prod-
uct worldwide which is adjustable in 
width, length and height to any form 
of head - 3-dimensional. That’s why 
we consider it the perfect fit.

What seemed to be impossible is 
solved by a genius construction, 
which for the first time at all uses a 
liner fit system. This connects a two- 
layer construction with two stabilizers 
on forehead and backhead.

The inner layer and the stabilizers are 
equipped with extremely comforable 
tricot textile pads. With any turn of 
the micro-adjustable rotary wheel the 
inner layer as well as the stabilizers 
snuggle to the head of the user.

The outer layer at the same time stays 
absolutely stable and provides per-
fect positioning even in extreme work-
ing positions, what was an unsolved 
problem with any ergonomic head-
gear until today.

A never-before seen wearing 
comfort is the result.



Individually  
adjustable  
backhead  
stabilizer

Wide surface, replaceable  
comfort pads with 100% more  
surface contact providing  
a perfect weight distribution

Precise adjustable  
liner fit system  
for a perfect fit

Quick Release 
to unfast the headgear  
in milliseconds
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Art. no. 9610.012.01

The new optrel IsoFit® headgear.
Combinable with every optrel helmet.
And to any headsize from S to XL.

Description Item no.

optrel IsoFit® headgear  
black, black knobs

5003.290

optrel IsoFit® headgear  
black, green knobs

5003.291

optrel IsoFit® headgear  
black, grey knobs

5003.292

Replacement part Item no.

Replacement Tricot pad for  
optrel IsoFit® headgear  
(5pc, each consisting of 4 parts)

5004.290

Technical data

head circumference 520 mm – 620 mm

weight 160 g / 5,64 oz

material headgear layers polyamide (PA)

material pads textile (tricot, polyester) / PU foam

The new optrel IsoFit® headgear is combi-
nable with all optrel welding and grinding  
helmets.

It’s adjusted in a few seconds and individ-
ually fitted to every headsize from S to XL. 
By the way it can also be unmounted, be 
cleaned with soap and warm water and  
remounted in only a couple of seconds.
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